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Vortices in chiral topological superconductors are known for trapping Majorana zero modes as a
signature response to their bulk-state topologies. In this work, we establish a similar bulk-vortex
correspondence for two-dimensional Cn -protected class D higher-order topological superconductors,
in which a quantum vortex will universally trap a pair of Cn -protected Majorana bound states
with ẑ-directional angular momenta Jz = 0 and Jz = n/2, respectively. This intriguing one-to-one
mapping between anomalous vortex modes and higher-order topology can be systematically derived
through a model-independent patch construction approach. As a proof of concept, we present an
exactly solvable model to confirm the proposed vortex Majorana modes. Our theory establishes
vortices as an unprecedented experimental measure of higher-order topology in superconductors.

Introduction - The adventure of topological superconductors (TSCs) started from a remarkable theoretical
prediction, that edges and vortices of a two-dimensional
(2D) chiral superconductor can harbor 1D chiral Majorana modes and 0D Majorana zero modes (MZMs), respectively [1–9]. This necessary bondings between bulkstate topology and edge/vortex Majorana modes are
dubbed the bulk-boundary correspondence (BBC) and
bulk-vortex correspondence (BVC). In particular, BBC
of chiral TSCs originates from a nonvanishing Chern
number for the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian [10], thus yielding intuitive understandings such as
Laughlin’s argument [11] or evolutions of Wannier function centers [12–15]. On the other hand, a vortex can
be effectively viewed as a circular-shaped inner boundary
with a radius of the superconducting coherence length [9].
Then a vortex MZM is essentially a Majorana edge state
with a special angular momentum. This implies an equivalence between BBC and BVC for chiral TSCs.
Since then, enormous research effort has been devoted to exploring other topological possibilities of superconductivity, which has led to a plethora of exciting
ideas such as time-reversal-invariant TSCs [16–19], mirror TSCs [20, 21], Dirac/Weyl TSCs [22–24], and recently
higher-order TSCs [25–42], etc. Most studies, however,
focus on the BBC of TSCs [43–46], while little is known
about their BVC aspects. Meanwhile, we note that some
TSCs may not possess a BVC at all, since a vortex necessarily breaks the protecting symmetry of the bulk topology, e.g., helical TSCs and time-reversal symmetry [47].
Therefore, it has remained an interesting open question
that which class of non-chiral TSCs can feature a BVC, as
well as bulk-topology-enforced vortex Majorana modes.
Our main finding in this work is that a similar BVC
generally exists for 2D class D higher-order topological
superconductors (HOTSCs). These HOTSCs are essen-
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of HOTSCn respecting an n-fold rotation symmetry Cn . Orange circles denote corner-localized
MZMs. (b) A continous U (1) vortex can be adiabatically deformed into a discrete Z4 or Z6 vortex, while respecting both
the lattice symmetries and the bulk energy gap. The arrow
shows the orientation of the local superconducting phase.

tially Cn -protected crystalline TSCs that feature a 2ndorder BBC [25, 26], which manifests in the presence of
n Majorana modes bound to the system’s geometric corners. Remarkably, our BVC dictates that every superconducting vortex will contribute a Cn -protected pair of
vortex MZMs to the system, in addition to the corner
MZMs. We provide a patch construction approach to
derive the BVC and further find the two vortex MZMs
to carry angular momenta Jz = 0 and Jz = n/2, respectively. Crucially, the patch construction offers an
explicit mapping between corner Majorana degrees of
freedom and those inside the vortex, further establishing
the vortex MZMs as a direct consequence of bulk higherorder topology. We further provide a minimal model of
HOTSC to analytically demonstrate the BVC.
HOTSCn & Zm Vortex - The defining boundary signature for Cn -protected HOTSC (dubbed HOTSCn ) is a
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FIG. 2. (a) An HOTSCn patch Si with its Majorana-carrying corners. (b) A schematic of SΣ that consists of n small patches.
(S )
Note that the n-Majorana ring is formed by the collection of the ith corner MZM of the patch Si , i.e., γi i . (c) and (d) show
how a Z4 vortex can be implemented in the patch construction for HOTSC4 and HOTSC2 , respectively. (e) shows a Z6 vortex
of HOTSC6 with a 6-patch geometry, which involves a pair of twisted Z3 vortices shown in (f) and (g). The black circles are
corner MZMs from smaller patches that can be trivialized while combining with other patches. Orange circles represent either
unpaired corner MZMs or vortex MZMs that form an n-Majorana ring.

set of n MZMs that are Cn -related. In a finite-size regular polygon geometry, the boundary MZMs are likely
to reside around the polygon corners and are known as
corner MZMs. The corner MZMs cannot be removed
without either (i) breaking Cn symmetry; or (ii) closing
the bulk-state energy gap. Notably, HOTSCn generally
admits a Z2 topological classification and the topological
phase hosts an odd number of MZMs at each geometric corner. Schematics of C2,4,6 -invariant HOTSCs are
shown in Fig. 1 (a).
Formally, an HOTSCn can be described by a
Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian,


h0 (k)
∆(k)
H(k) =
,
(1)
∆(k) −h0 (−k)T
where the pairing function follows ∆T (k) = −∆(−k). A
superconducting vortex can be introduced by updating
∆(k) → ∆(r, θ)eiθ , where (r, θ) denote the in-plane polar
coordinates. Without loss of generality, one can deform
such a continous U (1) vortex pattern into a “Zm vortex”
to be congruent with the discrete lattice symmetry of
HOTSCs. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), a Zm vortex consists
of m patches of superconductors, with the j-th patch
carrying a locally uniform superconducting (SC) phase
factor of exp(i 2π
m j) [48]. It is clear that the deformation
from a U (1) vortex to a Zm vortex preserves the bulk-

state gap structure, the vorticity, and the Cm rotation
symmetry. Therefore, topological aspects of both the
bulk and vortex states will remain invariant under this
U (1) → Zm vortex deformation.
From Corner to Vortex - We now introduce a patch
construction approach for HOTSCn that maps corneroriginated Majorana degrees of freedom to those trapped
by a vortex. Take n = 4 as an example. We start
with four identical patches Si (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) of HOTSC4 ,
each of which features a square geometry with four corner MZMs. When we glue the four patches following
Fig. 2 (c), they merge into a single large patch SΣ .
Without any vortex, all previous corner MZMs of small
patches will now be paired up and lose their Majorana nature, except for the four living at the corners of the large
patch. SΣ is, therefore, an HOTSC4 as well. As we discussed earlier, a Z4 vortex can be introduced by assigning
each path Sj with a SC phase of jπ/2, as schematically
shown in Fig. 2 (c). The four MZMs at the center of
SΣ now manifest as vortex-localized MZMs and we dub
them as a 4-Majorana ring.
Vortices in HOTSC2 and HOTSC6 can be understood
in a similar fashion. For HOTSC2 , we again consider four
patches S1,2,3,4 , with S1,3 and S2,4 carrying HOTSC2 and
trivial SC phases, respectively. Introducing a Z4 vortex
following Fig. 2 (d), we find that the central two MZMs

3
will contribute to vortex physics, forming a 2-Majorana
ring. As shown in Fig. 2 (e), the patch geometry for
HOTSC6 involves a pair of 3-patches that admit a relative twist of π3 , to ensure the C6 invariance for each
individual patch. Turning on a Z6 vortex generates a
6-Majorana ring at the vortex center.
Bulk-Vortex Correspondence - We are now ready to
study these n-Majorana rings to reveal the nature of the
corresponding vortex bound states. Following Fig. 2 (a),
we label a corner MZM at the i-th corner of the patch
(S )
Sj as γi j . Then the n-Majorana ring at each vortex
(S )
is formed by γj j with j = 1, 2, ..., n, as schematically
shown in Fig. 2 (b). For convenience, we will adopt the
(S )
shorthand notation γi ≡ γi i throughout the main text.
Define the Majorana ring basis as Γn = (γ1 , γ2 , ..., γn )T
and the particle-hole symmetry (PHS) is Ξ = 1n K with
K being the complex conjugation. In the Supplemental
Material, we prove that MZMs from different patches are
related to one another via
(Sj )

Cn γi

(S

)

Cn−1 = γi+1j+1 ,

(2)

when the SC vortex is present. In particular, we have
(Cn )n = −(−1)v with v being the vorticity of the SC
vortex. The matrix representation of Cn symmetry is

0
0
.
Rn = 
 ..
0

1
0
..
.

0 ...
1 ...
.. . .
.
.
0 0 ...
1 0 0 ...


0
0
.. 

.
1
0

, with (Rn )n = 1n×n . (3)

n×n

The most general single-particle
Hamiltonian for the nP
Majorana ring is Hn = i j<k tj,k γj γk , which contains

n
2 Majorana pairing terms. Since Cn symmetry requires
n , H
tj,j+m = tj 0 ,j 0 +m ≡ t m
n can thus be reduced to
Hn =

n/2
X
m=1

n h
tm
n,m , with hn,m = i

n
X

γj γj+m .

(4)

j=1

group, where Jz ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1} is the ẑ-component
angular momentum. The energy eigen-equation now becomes Hn |Jz i = En,Jz |Jz i with,
π
E2,Jz = 0,
E4,Jz = −2t4 sin( Jz ),
2
2π
π
(7)
E6,Jz = −2t6 sin( Jz ) − 2t3 sin( Jz ),
3
3
leading to two zero-energy Majorana solutions: |Jz = 0i
and |Jz = n2 i. From a symmetry perspective, |Jz = 0, n2 i
belong to the only two PHS-invariant Cn irreps [49, 50], a
basic requirement for Majorana wavefunctions. We thus
conclude a bulk-vortex correspondence:
• A 2D Cn -protected class D HOTSC hosts a pair of
vortex MZMs with Jz = 0 and Jz = n2 , respectively.
Minimal Model - As a proof of concept, we now provide a minimal model of HOTSCn that yields analytical solutions to demonstrate its BVC. The k-space BdG
Hamiltonian of this four-band model is


h+ (k) hc (k)
.
(8)
HBL (k) =
h†c (k) h− (k)
where h± (k) = ∆(kx τx + ky τy ) ± M (k)τz . Here M (k) =
m(kx2 +ky2 )−µ and µ is the chemical potential. Therefore,
HBL (k) manifests as a “bilayer” superconductor with
a layer-dependent BdG Chern number C± = ∓sgn(m)
when mµ > 0 [40]. Note that h± (k) will contribute to a
pair of counterpropagating chiral Majorana edge modes,
which will be generally spoiled by introducing hc (k). As
we will show next, under certain circumstances, Cn enforces the inability of hc (k) to achieve a thorough edge
gap, and the residue Majorana degrees of freedom further
become corner MZMs.
The “interlayer” coupling hc (k) explicitly depends on
the Nambu basis Ψ± for h± . We express Ψ± in the angular momentum basis |Jz i and find that Cn requires
Ψ± = (|Jz i, |Jz − 1i)T with Jz being half-integer valued.
In addition, Ψ± should be PHS-invariant and this leads
to −Jz ≡ Jz − 1 (mod n). It is easy to show that there
exist two inequivalent basis solutions for Ψ± ,

Notice that hn,m couples two MZMs that are (Cn )m related, which leads to an interesting identity that

1
1
n
Ψν = (| − ν + i, |ν − i)T , for ν ∈ {0, }.
2
2
2

hn,m = iΓ†n [(Rn )m − (Rn† )m ]Γn .

Therefore, ΨBL = (Ψν , Ψν 0 )T with ν, ν 0 ∈ {0, n2 } features
four basis choices that are compactible with both PHS
and Cn . In the Supplemental Material, we analytically
solve the edge theory in the polar coordinates and find
that an HOTSCn phase only shows up when ν + ν 0 = n2 .
In particular, for (ν, ν 0 ) = (0, n2 ), we find the coupling
matrix hc (k) to be
!
n
n
−1
αk−2
βk+2
n
n
hc (k) =
,
(10)
n
n
−1
(−1) 2 βk−2
(−1)( 2 +1) αk+2

(5)

Given that C2 = C2−1 , we immediately arrive at hn, n2 =
0. Therefore, we have
H2 = 0,
H4 = it4 [R4 − R4−1 ],
H6 = it6 [R6 − R6−1 ] + it3 [R62 − (R62 )−1 ].

(6)

where Hn is the matrix representation of Hn under Γn .
Eq. 2 further implies that the n-Majorana ring forms a
regular representation of Cn group, so that the MZMs can
be further superposed to form a complete set of Cn eigenstates {|Jz i} that covers all 1D irreps of this n-fold cyclic

(9)

where k± = kx ± iky . In the polar coordinates (r, θ),
hc (r, θ) is found to generate an edge mass term proportional to sin nθ/2 (for n = 2, 6) or cos nθ/2 (for n = 4).
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As a result, the edge gap closes whenever the polar angle
θ = 2πl/n (for n = 2, 6) or θ = (2l + 1)π/n (for n = 4),
with l = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1. This corresponds to n corner
MZMs, a defining boundary characteristics of HOTSCn .
The vortex bound state of HBL can be similarly solved
by treating hc (k) perturbatively. In the decoupling limit
with hc (k) = 0, the BVC of chiral TSCs dictates the
appearance of two vortex MZMs contributed by h± , respectively [1]. The vortex zero-mode wavefunction can be
solved by decorating h± (k) with a superconducting phase
winding. For example, the previous uniform chiral pwave pairing ∆k− shall now be updated to {∆(r)eiθ , ∂z̄ },
where z̄ = x − iy and ∆(r) = ∆0 tanh(r/ξ). Here ξ is
the superconducting coherence length and it decides the
size of a quantum vortex. It is staightfowrad to show
that vortex zero-mode solutions for h± is |γ+ (r, θ)i =
|γ− (r, θ)i = F (r)[eiπ/4 , e−iπ/4 ]T [51–56], where F (r) describes the spatial feature of the Majorana wavefunction.
Note that the equality between |γ+ i and |γ− i arises from
Ξh+ (k)Ξ−1 = h− (k). The expression of the zero-mode
wavefunctions immediately implies that vortex MZMs γ±
will inherit the angular momenta Jz from Ψν , with an additional half-integer shift due to the vortex phase winding. For the trivial SC phase with ν = ν 0 = 0 or n2 ,
the two vortex MZMs carry the same Jz ∈ {0, n2 }, which
will immediately get hybridized and lose their Majorana
nature once hc is turned on. On the contrary, for the
HOTSCn phase with (ν, ν 0 ) = (0, π2 ), we find that
n
Jˆz |γ+ i = 0, Jˆz |γ− i = |γ− i.
2

(11)

Therefore, γ± are isolated from each other, thanks to
their distinct Cn indices, and this symmetry protection
persists even in the presence of hc . This exactly agrees
with our prediction of BVC for HOTSCn .
Discussions - To summarize, we derive a general bulkvortex correspondence for 2D Cn -protected HOTSCs in
symmetry class D through a patch construction approach. In particular, the BVC concretely predicts both
the number and the angular momentum information of
MZMs trapped by a superconducting vortex, which is
analytically confirmed by solving a minimal HOTSCn
model. We highlight that our derivation of BVC does not
depend on any model details, and should hold for general
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Appendix A: Cn representation for MZMs

It is important to understand how corner MZMs from each patch transform under Cn , with and without a Zm
vortex. Let us start with a collection of vortex-free patches with a constant, vanishing SC phase α = 0. Note that
(S )
(S )
(S )
a corner MZM is generally described by γi j = ψi j + (ψi j )† , where i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and the fermion operator
´
P
(S )
(S )
is defined as ψi j = d2 r l ul (r − ri j )cr,l . Here cr,l annihilates an electron at r that carries a spin/orbital index
(S )
l and ri j is the position for the i-th corner of Sj . Geometrically, it is clear that Cn will relate MZMs of different
patches in the following way:
(Sj ) Cn

(S

C

) C

) C

(S

(Sj )

n
n
n
j+n−1
γi+n−1
−−→
γi
−−→ γi+1j+1 −−→
... −−→

γi

(A1)

up to some U (1) phase factors, given that the small patches are identical to one another. Since (Cn )n = −1 for spinful
(S )
(S
)
fermions, we have Cn ψi j Cn−1 = ωn ψi+1j+1 with ωn = eiπ/n . We note that this gauge choice of ωn is not unique, and
an alternative option is discussed in Ref. [26]. Therefore, we have
(Sj )

Cn γi

(S

)

Cn−1 = U 2π
γi+1j+1 ,
n

no vortex,

(A2)

with Uϕ = diag[eiϕ/2 1N , e−iϕ/2 1N ]. Here 1N is an N × N identity matrix and N is the matrix rank of h0 (k).
Introducing a quantum vortex will make MZMs effectively spinless under Cn . To see this, we first consider to
update Eq. 1 to


h0 (k)
∆(k)eiα
(α)
H (k) =
,
(A3)
∆(k)e−iα −h(−k)T0
where the constant SC phase α 6= 0. Eq. A3 and Eq. 1 are related by the unitary matrix Uϕ , with H (α) (k) =
Uα H(k)Uα−1 . Therefore, if H(k) hosts a MZM γr0 = ψr0 + ψr†0 at r0 , the same MZM will now be updated to
γr(α)
= eiα/2 ψr0 + e−iα/2 ψr†0 = Uα γr0 ,
0

(A4)
2π

under the effect of α. Consider a Zn vortex formed by an n-patch SΣ , with each Sj locally hosting H ( n j) (k). Note
that the phase jump provided by the vortex configuration from Sj to Sj+1 exactly coincides with the Cn rotation
phase in Eq. A2. Consequently, the rotating rule for MZMs will be updated to
(Sj )

C n γi

(S

)

Cn−1 = γi+1j+1 ,

with vortex.

(A5)

In general, we expect the MZMs to follow Cnn = −(−1)v , where v is the vorticity of the SC vortex.
Appendix B: Minimal Model for HOTSCn

In this section, we provide detailed discussions on the HOTSCn model HBL (k).
1.

Expression of hc (k)

As discussed in the main text, detailed forms of hc (k) depend on the choice of basis function ΨBL = (Ψν , Ψν 0 ).
Clearly, hc (k) is only relevant to ν − ν 0 . Namely, (ν, ν 0 ) = (0, 0) and (ν, ν 0 ) = ( n2 , n2 ) share the same hc (k). In this
(ν,ν 0 )

case, we only need to consider (0, 0) and (0, n2 ). We denote hc (k) for (ν, ν 0 ) as hc
(k). Then it is easy to show that
to satisfy Cn symmetry, we have
!
n
n


2
2 −1
n
αk
βk
A Bk−
(0, n
)
+1
(0,0)
−
+
2
2
n
n
hc
(k) =
+ O(k
), hc (k) =
+ O(k 2 ).
(B1)
0
0
0 2 −1
0 2
B
k
A
+
β k−
α k+
Particle-hole symmetry further requires
n

n

A = −A0 , B = B 0 , α = (−1) 2 +1 α0 , β = (−1) 2 β 0 .
We thus conclude that

(B2)
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n

n

(0, n )
hc 2 (k)

=

−1

βk+2
αk−2
n
n
n
n
−1
(−1) 2 βk−2
(−1) 2 +1 αk+2

!
,

h(0,0)
(k)
c


=


A Bk−
,
Bk+ −A

(B3)

where we have assumed α, β, A, B to be real for simplicity.
2.

Edge theory of HBL (k)

In this section, we write h± In the polar coordinates (r, θ) and further solve for its edge modes. Instead of imposing
an open boundary condition at r = R, we can simplify the edge-mode problem to a geometry of chemical potential
domain wall, by replacing M (k) with µsgn(r − R) . Note that k± = e±iθ (kr ± ikθ ) with kr = −i∂r and kθ = − ri ∂θ .
When R  a (a is the lattice constant), we further consider a small kθ limit and treat all kθ -relevant terms as
perturbations. Then the zeroth-order Hamiltonian is


sµsgn(r − R) −i∆e−iθ ∂r
(0)
hs (r, θ) =
,
−i∆eiθ ∂r −sµsgn(r − R)


0
−∆e−iθ ∂r /r
h(1)
(B4)
iθ
s (r, θ) =
∆e ∂r /r
0
(0)

with s = ±. An ansatz solution for hs

takes a general form of
(s)

|ϕl (r, θ)i = N f (r − R)eilθ χs (θ),

(B5)

where the spatial part f (r − R) describes a localized mode around r = R, χs (θ) is a two-component spinor, and N is
an overall normalization factor. l ∈ Z is the eigenvalue of kθ and is related to the physical angular momentum of the
edge mode. It is easy to show that
 −is π 
µ
e 4
(s)
|ϕl (r, θ)i = N e−| ∆ (r−R)| eilθ i(θ+s π4 ) .
(B6)
e
(s)

Crucially, the z-component angular momentum of |ϕl (r, θ)i is
1
Jz = l + ,
2

(B7)

(s)

(1)

which is a half integer. Projecting hs onto |ϕl i basis, we arrive at a pair of chiral edge modes with the dispersions,
(s)

El
which admit a finite size gap ∼

=

s∆
1
(l + ),
R
2

(B8)

∆
R.

3.

Edge Gap and Corner MZMs

The edge-state basis functions are defined as
(+)

|Φl

(+)

i = (|ϕl

(−)

i, 0)T , |Φl

(−)

i = (0, |ϕl

i)T .

(B9)

Then the chiral edge mode Hamiltonian from Eq. B8 is
hcem =



1 1 0
∆
(l + )
.
R
2 0 −1

(B10)
(ν,ν 0 )

To visualize the existence of corner MZMs, we now project the interlayer coupling matrix hc
0

(ν,ν )

which leads to hg

(θ) that will explicitly gap out hcem . For example, for ΨBL = (Ψ0 , Ψ0 )T


0
iA + B
(0,0)
hg (θ) =
,
−iA + B
0

(±)

(k) onto |Φl

i basis,

(B11)
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which clearly gaps out both edge modes. Therefore, both ΨBL = (Ψ0 , Ψ0 )T and ΨBL = (Ψ n2 , Ψ n2 )T can only lead to
a trivial superconductor phase, instead of a topological one.
On the other hand, for ΨBL = (Ψ0 , Ψ n2 )T , we find that the edge gap Hamiltonian has an interesting dependence on
both θ and n. In particular,
!


0
(α + iβ) sin n2 θ


n = 2 & n = 6,


0
(α − iβ) sin n2 θ


(0, n )
hg 2 (θ) =
(B12)
!


n

0
(β
+
iα)
cos
θ


2

n = 4.
 (β − iα) cos n θ
0
2

Combing with Eq. B10, we find that the edge gap closes whenever

2mπ
n

 n
2 ≡ 1 (mod 2),
θ=

 (2m+1)π n ≡ 0 (mod 2),
n
2

(B13)

for m = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1. This gap closing condition exactly corresponds to n corner Majorana modes. Therefore, we
conclude that
• Stacking a pair of chiral TSCs with opposite Chern numbers |C| = 1 will lead to an HOTSCn , if the chiral TSCs
feature Nambu bases |Ψ0 i and |Ψ n2 i, respectively.

